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NEW CORDZILLA STRETCH ROPE GOES TO EXTRA 
LENGTHS TO HELP KEEP ITEMS SAFE & SECURE  

 
Available in Lengths Up to 5 Feet, Cordzilla Improves on  

Traditional Bungee Cord Strength        
 

 
Macungie, PA – Inspired by the popular horror flick monster Godzilla 

known for his ferocious strength, a new security product called Cordzilla is 

designed to provide the strength of the matinee idol with the stretch properties of 

a traditional bungee. The new stretch rope is available in 3-foot, 4-foot and 5-foot 

lengths and features a bungee encased in a flexible polypropylene rope, making 

Cordzilla the Godzilla of bungees. 

Each end of Cordzilla features an extra strong steel hook that easily 

attaches to most roof racks, truck beds or boat trailers to help keep items safe 

and secure. The steel hooks are vinyl coated to help prevent scratching. Each 

hook features a security clip made of anodized aluminum to prevent rusting.  

Cordzilla is the newest addition to the SecureLine™ by Lehigh. 

 Rated at a safe working load of 400 pounds, the heavier gauge steel 

hooks and rope sheath makes Cordzilla stronger than most bungees and less 

prone to cord breaks or to hooks becoming disengaged. Due to the limited length 

of traditional bungee cords, covering any span of space often requires attaching 

multiple cords together, increasing the chance that any one of the hooks could 

disengage and lead to an unstable load. Cordzilla’s selection in longer lengths 
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makes it easier to match the right stretch rope to the task at hand. 

Each length of Cordzilla is color-coded and includes a nylon hook and 

loop storage strap. The bright colors include green (3 foot), yellow (4 foot), 

orange (5 foot) and a 3-foot camouflage stretch rope for sportsmen. Not only do 

the colors look great, they can also easily be seen to ensure the load hasn’t 

shifted when transporting objects.  

Cordzilla also features two slidable, protective foam sleeves that can be 

moved to fit over valued possessions like table corners that might otherwise get 

scratched. The rubber foam sleeves stay firmly in place, keeping the rope inside 

the sleeves in place helping to eliminate abrasion. 

For more information about Cordzilla and the Lehigh Group’s complete 

product line, visit http://www.lehighgroup.com.  

 

Lehigh Consumer Products LLC d/b/a The Lehigh Group is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Jarden Corporation (Rye, NY) (NYSE:JAH), a leading provider of 
niche consumer products used in and around the home. Founded in 1960, the 
Lehigh Group is a worldwide supplier of diverse but related consumer products to 
the home improvements market under the brand names Crawford, Lehigh, 
Storehorse, Ultra-Hold, M&K and Leslie-Locke. Lehigh is the largest maker of 
rope, cord and twine in the country, and also the leader in innovative storage and 
organization products for the home and garage. Lehigh product offerings also 
extend to automotive tie downs, peg hooks and pegboard accessories, and the 
broadest line of clothesline and clothesline accessories in the market. 
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